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Abstract: The class scheduling problem has been regarded as one of the most difficult yet important challenges for developers developing timetabling applications. Different algorithms or schemes were devised to address such problems. Yet, considering the growing complexity of the input factors, it contributes to difficulties in maintaining the said system. In order to aid in the development and maintenance of such a system, this paper presents an object-oriented approach to designing a class scheduling paradigm using decorator and façade design patterns with CORBA architecture. This technique was based on the concepts of several existing object-oriented components of Windows GUI platforms. The paradigm designs are expressed using Unified Modeling Language (UML) and illustrated in a Java programming environment. The result of the study is a simplified method for designing an efficient and reusable component for the class scheduling model.
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1. Introduction

The design of a class schedule is a tedious and troublesome task when resources are limited [1]. Yet this is an important process that must be done before enrollment starts at a university [2]. It is considered a complex combinatorial optimization problem or a non-polynomial complete type problem, which involves determining the most desirable schedule of lecture times and classes taught for each faculty member under constraints [3]. Such constraints as classroom requirements, teacher conflicts, course conflicts, time restrictions, time preferences, and classroom preferences are some of the input factors that contribute to the complexity of solving the problem [4][5]. Since many factors and situations have to be considered, this work would be time-consuming and often leads to inadequate solutions. Additionally, redesigning an existing system would be costly and difficult to maintain, especially when the applications are distributed on a locally hosted network [6].
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A possible inexpensive solution to ease the method of redesigning the system is to consider its design patterns [7]. Nowadays, design patterns have been used in various applications and are becoming prevalent in providing better designs. It also simplifies the data structure and corresponding operations, which lead to numerous benefits [8]. With several different patterns to deal with, it can be used to build effective frameworks from security mechanisms [9][10], detection and recognition processes [11][12] or complicated content retrieval procedures [13]. Furthermore, the design patterns jive with the choice of known algorithms such as the heuristic approach [14], graph search [15], or genetic algorithms [16]. So, basically, it suits any algorithm that could be applied in constructing various applications.

To resolve such client-server issues in a distributed system, CORBA could be integrated. Developed by OMG, its significant purpose is now being realized by most industries, such as the US Army and CNN, and it is frequently used for their servers that handle large numbers of clients [17]. CORBA is middleware and it jives along with an object-oriented programming approach [18].

There have been numerous studies done to compensate for solving class scheduling problems using devised schemes. Some have applied classroom scheduling rather than faculty scheduling [19][20], some are tailored to student schedules rather than those of the department [21]. Others try to address it using time patterns such as timeslots, time grains, or chained-through time patterns, depending on the use cases [22]. But most of the existing approaches, however, were focused on the design of an algorithm, such as the use of genetic algorithms [23][24], multi-agent-based [25][26], ant colony [27][28], neurocomputing [29], etc. However, these solutions are so complex that they don’t provide us with a basic and clear view of structural design at a level of abstraction, thus making the system difficult to maintain.

Up to this date, there is no literature yet that synthesizes the design of a class scheduling model utilizing a CORBA architecture and design patterns. This paper is now geared towards the development of a CORBA-based class scheduling model using decorator and facade design patterns.

The significance of conducting this research is to provide designers with an efficient, reliable, robust, flexible, and ultimately reusable method of designing class schedule-related applications.

2. Related Works

2.1 Scheduling and Timetabling

There has been widely conducted classroom-based research over the past decades. Of this state-of-the-art literature, many have been proposed to solve traditional classroom scheduling problems. One particular study presents a flat-fading-based method for classroom instruction [30]. However, the computational complexity could dramatically drag down the performance as the authors simulate the scheme using MATLAB. Meanwhile, a considerable number of algorithms are based on local search techniques, such as hill climbing, simulated annealing, and tabu search [31][32]. But these algorithms cannot guarantee an optimal solution. In other words, it cannot guarantee that if a solution is found, it has the best possible optimization cost.

Another study [33] proposes a linear programming approach to solve the scheduling problem. Using generic algorithms and Boolean Satisfiability techniques [34], the authors were able to develop and solve the ILP model using the three advanced ILP solvers.

Simultaneously, graph theory-based approaches are still focused on the scheduling problem. For example, [35] proposed a heuristic approach to promote uniform distribution of courses over the colors and balance the course load for each time slot over the available class rooms. Similarly, in [36] and [37],
A meta-heuristic algorithm based on the principles of particle swarm optimization (or PSO) is proposed for the course scheduling problem.

However, most of the related works mentioned have several shortcomings. First, most of the scheduling approaches are performed with high-complex algorithms, which are not even a practical solution for NP-Complete scheduling. Second, the approaches to the scheduling schemes lack modularity, which may cause excessive and inefficient workloads for different objectives of scheduling methods. And finally, when some factors are to be modified, the algorithm must be reconsidered from the beginning, which brings significant redesign and simulation overheads.

2.2 The Decorator and Façade Design Patterns

A design pattern names, abstracts, and identifies the key aspects of a common design structure that make it useful for creating a reusable object-oriented design. It simply identifies the participating classes and instances, their roles and collaborations, and the distribution of responsibilities [38].

Although there have been no known related studies pertaining to the design patterns for the class scheduling system, this would be the first of its kind to be explored and should be taken advantage of. Fortunately, there have been related studies that focus on the design patterns in other aspects of a certain application. For example, [39] describes the application of decorator and observer design patterns in testbench environments. The author was able to show how the decorator pattern was able to self-maintain re-configuration in a chip-level testbench when registers are accessed at runtime. Another study [40] involves an application of the decorator pattern for non-intrusive profiling of object-oriented applications. The authors of this study were able to provide a case study to compare the cost trade-offs of validating invariants at different points in a program.

Recently, one study focused on the use of the decorator design pattern to work on the forensic model for logical traffic isolation services [41]. They use the pattern to randomly wrap any traffic generated with either normal or suspicious behavior. While [42] used the decorator to partially enhance service designs in an ERP system by handling the service implementation change.

Similar to the decorator, the façade pattern is another structural design pattern that helps conceal communication and dependencies between subsystems. Currently, there have been many studies that utilize the said pattern for image processing and analysis. One such study [43] proposed a sequential optimization technique for segmenting a rectified image of a façade into semantic categories. Similarly, [44] used the façade pattern together with the block matrix model to repeatedly extract images. Others worked on the recognition aspect of the image by using the façade pattern to model objects and object structures in a unified Marked Point Process framework [45]. In terms of software engineering, one study was devoted to the design and implementation of a software and hardware infrastructure to enable multiple interactive applications to run on a façade using different types of devices for interaction [46]. Meanwhile, [47] proposed a similar approach but implemented a flexible distributed system with a launcher, website, and different configurable output devices to specify and run applications on a media façade.

Merely most studies concerning the design patterns are very effective in optimizing the processes and help designers or developers achieve better results in their specific findings. The impact of utilizing such design patterns in software development is huge, as it opens up best practices for designing complex and yet reusable components of a certain project.
2.3 CORBA

A Common Object Request Broker Architecture, or simply CORBA, is a standard that enables interaction between two different objects written in different languages and running on different platforms. Its specification and implementation are most widely used in the IBM and Netscape Open Network Environment architectures.

The CORBA architecture has been used recently in several studies. One such study [48] presents the design and implementation of a Pluggable Fault Tolerant CORBA infrastructure that provides fault tolerance for CORBA applications by utilizing a pluggable protocol framework. Another study [49] proposed a technique called CORBA-as-needed to improve the performance of distributed CORBA applications. It used three design techniques to incorporate CORBA-as-needed in the current CORBA architecture. Similarly, [50] came up with a convenient way of adding distributed computing capability to the OSGi framework and interoperation support between OSGi and legacy CORBA applications. While [51] proposed a resource management framework using CORBA. The CORBA architecture was also used in the development of an Intelligent Humanoid Robot (IHR) [52].

3. The Proposed Class Scheduling Model

3.1 The Conceptual and Operational Framework

![A Conceptual Diagram of the Proposed Class Scheduling Paradigm](image-url)
The study is focused on the object-oriented design of the class scheduling model. Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual model of the proposed scheduling paradigm. The objective of this model is to generate a conflict-free class schedule while being implemented on a CORBA architecture. The model is composed of the following components: (a) a DBMS local hub; (b) a data extraction pool; (c) a primitive class schedule; (d) a work space environment; (e) a server application; (f) a client application; and (g) an underlying CORBA framework. The database local hub serves as the controller for retrieving and updating data from a database on a local host server. The data extraction pool serves as an interface for extracting related basic information pertaining to faculty, sections, rooms, and curricular courses. The primitive class schedule is a raw collection of schedules that outlines the individual workload of a certain faculty, section, or room. The work space environment serves as a work area for constructing a schedule. It simply uses three layers of the primitive class schedules to extract available slots for a certain course of a section to be handled by the faculty in a specific room. The server application performs the necessary operations in initializing the CORBA objects so that clients could use it to retrieve or update necessary data in the system through ORBs. Basically, it does not contain instructions pertaining to local execution, such as SQL instructions or retrieving certain information in the database. The client application, on the other hand, runs the necessary operations dealing with the scheduling algorithms in addition to its initialization and access to the ORBs.

In order to achieve this notion, the proponent applied two design patterns to address the functionalities and relationships between components. This provides a formal specification of the components and how it could be used as a program transformation without altering the external, observable behavior of the system. Such a transformation is referred to as a correctness preserving transformation (CPT) [53].

![Figure 2. The Operational Framework of the Proposed Model](image-url)
Figure 2 illustrates a more detailed framework where the design patterns and the CORBA framework are revealed. The work space environment is designed using the decorator pattern to allow responsibilities or functionalities to be added. All accessible functions of the components are interfaced in a single component (scheduler) to simplify all necessary operations to be done in a schedule. An implementation of the CORBA framework lies between the communication between the server and client applications.

### 3.2 Using the Decorator Design Pattern

Design patterns are very popular among software developers, and in fact, they are a well-described solution to a common software problem [54]. A decorator is one example that falls under structural design patterns and is used to modify the functionality of an object at runtime.

The basic idea of employing this pattern in the proposed model is to generate an elegant work space environment, as shown in Figure 3. As the raw schedules of selected faculty, sections, and rooms are fetched, the system should be able to virtually decorate a layer-controlled schedule.
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**Figure 3.** Basic setup for the Work Space Environment

The ability to add responsibilities to a working model will definitely ease the system’s ability to capture sets of pre-occupied slots, compute, and return available slots in a table. Regardless of the algorithm to be used in the model, the system would not worry about the occurrence of conflicting schedules as it has already mapped the available slots for creating new or modifying schedules.

As shown in Figure 4, the WorkSpace class is the component interface that defines the common methods such as `noOfVacantSlots()` and `getVacantSlots()` to be implemented. The DefaultWorkSpace is the basic implementation of the WorkSpace interface. The model uses a WorkSpaceDecorator to implement the component interface, and it has a HAS-A relationship with its component interface.
To utilize the decorator, a concrete decorator must be defined – in this case, the RecordsetLoader and ProtocolLoader classes. These concrete decorators extend the base decorator’s functionality and modify the component’s behavior accordingly. The RecordsetLoader handles a collection of primitive schedules, while the ProtocolLoader provides additional functions for the work space environment, such as adding or modifying a schedule or mapping vacant slots in a time table.

```
1 // Creation of primitive schedules for faculty, section, and room...
2 ClassSchedule facultyCS = new ClassSchedule(ModeActor.FACULTY,facultyID, ay, sem);
3 ClassSchedule sectionCS = new ClassSchedule(ModeActor.SECTION, sectionID, ay, sem);
4 ClassSchedule roomCS = new ClassSchedule(ModeActor.ROOM, roomID, ay, sem);

// Creation of a work space environment using the primitive schedules...
5 WorkSpace myWorkSpace = new DefaultWorkSpace();
6 myWorkSpace = new RecordsetLoader(myWorkSpace, facultyCS);
7 myWorkSpace = new RecordsetLoader(myWorkSpace, sectionCS);
8 myWorkSpace = new RecordsetLoader(myWorkSpace, roomCS);
9 myWorkSpace = new ProtocolLoader(myWorkSpace);

// Accessing available operations in the work space environment...
10 myWorkSpace.addSchedule(CourseID, SlotMode, AnyVacant);
11 myWorkSpace.addSchedule(CourseID, SlotMode, AnyVacant0730AM, DayMode, MWF);
```

**Figure 4.** A Class Diagram of a Work Space Environment using the Decorator Design Pattern

**Figure 5.** Sample Code Fragment for Decorator Class
To clearly illustrate how the decorated work space is utilized in the code, Figure 5 demonstrates a code fragment written in the Java programming language.

Before a work space is established, the program needs three primitive class schedule objects to be instantiated. These objects will be used as one of the parameters to instantiate the myWorkSpace object. Notice that the myWorkSpace object is instantiated repeatedly. At line 8, a default workspace is created. Lines 9 to 11 load the corresponding primitive schedules for a selected faculty, section, and room. At line 12, the work space environment is added, along with additional operations to work with the schedule, such as in lines 16 and 17. This is possible because the decorator allows nesting of decorators recursively. Thereby, allowing an unlimited number of responsibilities to a decorated object.

As a result of the design, the system could be easily maintained, extend, and add operations to individual objects dynamically and transparently without affecting other objects in the system. It also aids the system in providing runtime modification abilities and flexibility.

3.3 Using the Façade Design Pattern

Structuring a system into subsystems helps reduce complexity and minimize communication and dependencies between subsystems [55]. One way to achieve this goal is to introduce a facade object that provides a single, simplified interface to the more general facilities of a system.

Clearly, the facade pattern provides a unified interface to a set of interfaces in a subsystem. It generally defines a higher-level interface that makes the subsystem easier to use.

Figure 6. A Class Diagram of the Scheduler using the Façade Design Pattern
The proposed scheduling model is patterned in this manner. All relevant operations pertaining to drafting a schedule are defined in the Scheduler facade class, thus limiting redundant access to various operations such as connecting to a database, extracting numerous primitive schedules, instantiating a workspace, etc.

Figure 6 illustrates the class diagram of the scheduler utilizing the said pattern. The design was based on the conceptual and architectural model that houses the functionalities of extracting data, loading primitive class schedules, controlling the database, and using the work space environment. It also defines additional operations such as the generation of reports and handling of the timetable matrix.

Figure 7 demonstrates a sample code implementation of how the facade interface is used in an easier and cleaner way.

```
1     // Create and instantiate a new schedule object...
2     Scheduler mySched = new Scheduler(dbConnectionString,facultyID,
3             sectionID,roomId,sy,sem);
4
5     // Accessing related operations in drafting a schedule...
6     mySched.addSchedule(course,SlotMode.AnyVacantSlot);
7     mySched.addSchedule(course,SlotMode.AnyVacantPMSlot,Day.TTH);
```

Figure 7. Sample Code Fragment for the Facade Class

The application of the facade pattern in the proposed model is a profound solution, as it can be applied at any point of development and provides a better interface to client systems.

3.4 The Detailed Design of the Proposed Model

A detailed view of the design of the class scheduling model can be found in Figure 8. The overall structure of the class scheduling paradigm is a combination of design patterns and CORBA architecture.

The class diagram in Figure 8 shows a complete specification of the class scheduling paradigm. Using the scheduler will allow the system to utilize a set of simplified operations on the schedules as well as accessing and updating primitive data from the database. Since the design is an object-oriented approach, it could be easily used as a component for any object-oriented application.

The speed and accuracy of the system implementing this designed model depend clearly on the hardware requirements that support it. With the ability to add features to this model, it is important that the classes, especially the common component classes, be kept simple and lightweight; otherwise, it may increase the probability that the concrete subclasses will pay for features that they do not need.
4. Conclusion and Future Extensions

In this paper, a CORBA-based class scheduling model using decorator and facade design patterns has been designed. The model will address the key constraint of handling conflicts in a class schedule. It will make it easier for developers to create or maintain an existing class schedule application.

Although the model could perform almost all necessary operations for working with the typical schedule, it is still open to many possible improvements for a simpler, more robust, and more flexible design. For example, one could provide different decorator classes for a specific component or restructure the scheme for handling specific operations. Another possible area in this study could involve the integration of encryption schemes to provide a level of security. Another area for refinement could be the use of different or hybrid design patterns, such as flyweight or strategy patterns, that could handle large quantities of objects or heavyweight operations.
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